
7/30/70 
Dear Harold, 

Several clippings are enclosed for you. I don't know ifyou'll want all of them, but I just cut out what I thought might intrest you. Juat dicard those you don't want for I have no need for-hem. 

Also enclosed is the Playboy interview of Clark. I've b n too busy to get downtown to my Xerox place to have this cop&edas I promised when I was there. Because of recent matters, 1 fi.qred you would need to see this so I'm sending it for you to read. When you're finished please return. I can then have a copy mae for you. If you don't feel like going through the whole thinTnow, the parts about the King-JFK assassinations are toward the end and are marked in red. 

Enclosed are some of the new back pix. Let me explain thn but please return these also. You can have copies if you want; 

A:This is the 14 cm measurement from prone position. The lead may appear tilted back but was actually flat. My previous oh* had the head facing more forward but did not produce a variation in position any greater than what must be accounted for because ofthe difference in bodies. 

B: Rear arrow pointsto "X" on back from photo A; front arrow comes from approx location of front wound. The position was just a casual sitting position. In this manner, the back wound can be on a higher plane than the anterior wound. It is also just above the first rib which would be on the approximate plane as the shouders, if you can envision that. Transiting bullet would have hit lung. 

C: Arrows are in* same position as 13 but body is now erect. Back wound is obviously lower, and the skin now is below the level of first rib. 

D: Same erect position, however now rear arrow points to location 14 cm below mastoid measured in sitting position. 

The photos can be printed with better contrast. The processor did them on the wrong paper. 

Especially in light of my recent correspondence with Dick, these pictures prove nothing and may be of no import at all. Thought you might be interested in them. 

Best, 

ITA 


